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Probably the most genuine man in snowboarding, Dan is also the Seth Cohen of
photography in Australia. He’s a true camera geek with a stunning back catalogue. We
asked Dan to flip through his book and show us some moments that he remembers
best.

44 Aaron Maxwell & 46 Chris Eacott

Aaron is pretty much a Tahoe local. He know’s everyone, pays for nothing and he’s
probably the nicest guy since Harry Potter. On the other hand, Eacott would have to
be the only snowboarder keeping it real in Australia. We check ‘em out and ask “Whud
up?!”

50 Geoff Cook

Geoff has hands down the most retarded style of anyone I’ve seen skate. Yet, for some
reason it works. The kid kills it!! Geoffers talks about escaping school and what it’s like
to be a career man.

54 Luke Croker

We had a big interview planned with Luke but then he hurt his ankle. So rather than
bench the kid we found a photo and put a smile on his face. Get well soon Luke,
there’s always next issue!

Sydney Bowl-dog Jamie Greentree keeping it real.
Backside 5-0 in El Finnos Bowl, Sydney.
Photo: Dan Himbrechts.
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pedro day, backside 50-50

kings cross, sydney, australia. photo: dave chami

element skateboards

wind water fire earth
forward ever, backward never
www.elementskateboards.com
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Woop, there it is!

Joel Vanderuit of Kisschasy give’s POP the
sweet hook-ups on how to start a band.

17 web based
Non-porn websites to waste even more of
your time on.

016 party time
Element had a party for... Umm... Up-andcoming artists? No, it was for the launch of
there shoe range!

Products
018 go go gear
Want a playstation in your pocket? Oh and
what’s with Burton and iPod’s?
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040 burton oz open
Burton throws down some serious cash for
some serious riding.

042 style wars
No skiers here dork!

056 end of an era
The guys say goodbye to Blunts indoor mini.
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058 jamie greentree
Wow... It’s not just the shoes, that kid’s
good!

24 page for rent

060 cam stynes

Collect them all! Its totally lame!

The little man fits into barrels we can only
imagine...

26 press record
I don’t care if you haven’t heard it before.
Just pretend your into it...

021 film me
“It was the best of times, it was the blurst
of times...” We get a monkey to review some
films!
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Cover: Louie said he’d give me give a free
pair of shoes if I put him on the cover. So
I did. Now give me my shoes ya’ bastard!
Heelflip at Southbank.
Photo: Liam Kaska
Liam shot this on a Hasselblad 501 CM using
a 80mm f/2.8 Distagon Lens with Kodak
Portra 160VC film. He used one strobe.
POP Magazine is for the kids who live and
breathe the scene. If there something we’re
missing here at POP make sure you write us
a postcard and let us know. A huge thanks
goes out to everyone who helped put this
together. We’ve got high hopes. Peace.
Let us know what you think.
HiThere@popmag.com.au
POP Magazine
P.O. Box 83
Balnarring, Victoria, 3926
www.popmag.com.au

Todd Haag always goes massive.
This backside tail grab is no different.
Copper, Colorado.
Photo: Dan Himbrechts.
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Stokeplaza.

For everyone headed to the UK this
summer, here’s something new to
check out. Stock-on-Trent have just
opened up a brand new £500,000
(AUD $1,160,000), 34,000sq. ft. Skate
Plaza. Aside from the main features of
the park, including a Clover Bowl, the
Plaza sports a Skate Pathways. This is
basically a footpath purpose built for
skaters! The ‘Skatepaths’ include stair
sets, hubbas, banks and even handrails! It’s amazing! Sketchyskateboarding.co.uk is claiming Skateplaza
is “arguably, the largest and most
original skateplaza in Europe”. Big
call, but from the pic’s I reckon they
may be right.

Black Label lighter by 5.

Black Label has decided to downsize,
go in another direction, outsource
and basically show the door to Kristian Svitak, Jim Gagne, Ben Gilley,
Jhovany Vidal, and John Ponts. This
leaves their pro-team 5 strong. John
Lucero and the crew at Black Label
would like to thank everyone for their
support over the last fifteen years, I’m
sure the recently orphaned crew were
glad to hear it.

Eddie.

24 of the world’s best big wave surfers have descended on Wiamea Bay
for what will hopefully be the 8th
time in the comp’s 20 years history
contestants will get to actually surf.
For things to kick off the surf must
reach 20ft. All the contestants will be
on-call for the holiday season, and
have 12hours once called to report
and register. The opening ceremonies,
held on December 1st, were attended
by Kelly Slater, Ross Clarke Jones and
2004 defending champ Bruce Irons.

Hurley TV

Gone are the days of downloading
video’s to your desktop computer, in
fact, gone are the days of even lugging around a laptop! Welcome to
the world of handheld communication and entertainment at it’s finest.
Hurley partnered with PSP Drive last
week to provide Hurley video content
to PSP devices owned by millions of
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kids worldwide. Hurley.com has also
created content for iPod enabled
devices through iTunes as well as dinosaur-downloading capabilities for
your desktop or laptop via Quicktime.
For direct access check out hurley.
tv.com

Mack Dawg Podcast’s

This podcasting business seems to be
the new thing. Mack Dawg, creator
of some of the best snowboard films
since TB4 has hooked us all up by
podcasting footage that didn’t fit on
the DVD From __ With Love for free.
So head to www.mackdawgproductions.com for footy you didn’t even
know you were missing!

Elijah Wood seriously injured

Elijah Teter got seriously injured at
Blackcomb a few weeks ago. Elijah
miss judged a rock drop and landed in
a massive field rocks. Luckily he had
on a helmet and the ski patrol and
first aid staff there were on point and
managed to chopper him out quickly
and save his life by drilling holes in
his chest to drain the blood and fluid
that was quickly mounting inside. As
gnarly as that sounds he is apparently
recovering quite well.

The Annual Magazine draft

In local news the Aussie snowboard
mags have gone through a bit of a
shake up. Mouse retired from Morrison Media’s Australian Snowboarder
and lensmen Ryan ‘Willy’ Willmott
has stepped up to take the helm.
Hopefully Morrison can show him
more love than they did Mouse. Good
luck brother! At the other end of the
ground, Richard Hegarty from Australian & New Zealand Snowboarding is now working for Method Mag
(among other things). He gave his old
job to Russ Holt. Also worth mentioning is that Australian & New Zealand
Snowboarding are now only accepting digital photo’s. So all you old
school photographers and medium
format geeks (Hasselblad anyone?)
out there are more than welcome to
send your film to us at POP. We just
bought a new film scanner!

NOWS NEWS

DC Limited ‘Amped 3’ Boot

Coinciding with the launch of Amped
3, the third instalment in the series
of the best-selling Xbox sports game
of all time, DC has made 150 limited
edition pairs of the Amped 3 Park LE
Snowboard Boot. They’ve done all this
magic because if your a ‘leet’ console
gamer and you ‘clock’ Amped 3 you
unlock the games highest level, the
DC Mountain Lab (including the terrain park, house, road gap, stair set,
Devun Walsh & Travis Parker)!

Krew Kashgrab

The Krew Kashgrab is being held at the
Slam Factory in Sydney on the 10th of
December with a total cash pool of
5000 clams! There is a sponsored and
un-sponsored division so everyone’s
got a shot. If you get this mag before
the contest you should head to Sydney and throw some hammers. If your
reading this and you missed it... Well,
too bad I guess...

Blank Business

The USA’s largest supplier of surfboard blanks has been forced to shut
down almost overnight. Clark Foam
Founder Gordon Clark announced
last week that “effective immediately
Clark Foam is ceasing production and
sales of surfboard blanks.” So for the
Australia blank manufacturers South
Coast Fibreglass, Bennett Surfboards
and Burford Blanks, get ready because Christmas is coming early!

Skateparks

Well it’s almost confirmed! The St.
Kilda city council are in the last stages
of deliberations on whether or not to
let Convic Skate Parks build a skate
plaza along Fitzroy St, Melbourne.
The guys at Trigger Bros will be stoked
because they’re shop is right across
the road! Meanwhile, another Convic
park is under-construction at Frankston (VIC) and is set to be the home
of Australia’s largest outdoor facility
with a 70ft wide mini bowl, 11ft deep
left hand kidney pool and 1750m2
plaza. The park totals over 2000m2!
This place is going to raise the bar for
Oz skateparks. For the newfy’s (NSW),

the San Remo skatepark is currently
under construction. It features a figure eight bowl with a street section
consisting of the usual goodies such
as stairs, blocks and ledges.

Get In POP Magazine!

We’re all about you guys and girls
here at POP Magazine. We want to
put you in the mag! The thing is, we
don’t have any photo’s of you. So if
you’ve got a photo, be it happy snap
or epic trick, send a copy in for the
Home Viewer section. Please understand that we’re running things on a
mouse and a spinning-wheel-thing
here so we won’t be able to send your
pics back to you. So make copies!
Send anything ya’ got to:
Wow, Is That Kid Sponsored?
POP Magazine
P.O. Box 83
Balnarring, Victoria
3926

Family Guy

If you haven’t heard of the animated
cartoon series called The Family Guy
yet then your in for a treat. In fact,
I wish I was you. You get to watch
all the episodes for the first time.
Man, that would be sweet! This show
makes The Simpsons boring. I’m serious, I can’t watch Homer anymore.
He’s just doesn’t do it for me anymore. Go out and buy The Family Guy
DVD’s and get your eyeballs ready for
a weekend of genius. Well considering your reading this free magazine
you may not have the cash for DVD’s.
So here’s the sweet hook-ups. Go to
www.tvtorrents.com and download
the entire thing. Especially the 5th
season. Just promise you’ll buy it
eventually.

POP Magazine website

More self promotion! If you loose this
copy of the printed magazine you can
always check out the online version.
The entire magazine is on the internet
and it costs you free! So the next time
your web based go to www.popmag.
com.au and take a look around.
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PARTY TIME

Element Shoe Launch Art Show Party Extravaganza

Element Skateboards now make shoes. If you couldn’t see them at the launch party held at Revolver
in Melbourne you’d be forgiven because they we’re hanging from the roof on skateboards. I think
they did that to stop kids from stealing ‘em. Unless you are Shaq, he’d be able to reach them. So why
would Shaq want to steal Element shoes? Because they were that sweet! Besides Shaq, Element
had also invited some of Australia’s most talented artists to display their work. Oh and besides the
artwork there was the added distraction of free beer! Well actually that was the rumour that hooked
me in to turning up. It took me about ten minutes to figure out that big Troy from Element had drunk
it all by 9 o’clock so I took some snaps and put a jihad on it!

From top left to right:
Row 1: Trigger Troy;
Nitty; MJ.
Row 2: Marcy & Trolley;
Lars Gamgee; Lucky.
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greasenotgas.com
crailtap.com
gemm.com
skateboardmusic.com
holdenouterwear.com
holy-water.co.uk
exactitudes.com
albinoblacksheep.com
limmy.com
janchipchase.com
beautyisdivine.com
therethere.com.au
bendpress.com
myairblaster.com
dmesk.com
jamescameron.com.au
suicidegirls.com
woostercollective.com
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GO GO GEAR

Nintendo Belt Buckle.

Ceramic White Portable Playstation (PSP) by Sony.

What can I say about these bad boys? You could go to www.nesbuckle.com
and buy a carefully hand crafted setup... Or you could rip off their idea, find
an old NES controller, grab a couple of screw’s and an old leather belt and save
yourself the $30! On a bit of a side note, nesbuckle.com sell a bunch of other
old console controller buckles... including the Atari Joystick belt buckle! It’s so
ridiculous you have to get one and ‘present it’ on a crowed bus! Awesome!

I had originally planned to do a big write-up for the launch of the regular black
PSP... But because it took me so long to get POP out of my brain and into your
hands I missed the deadline. So I had to one-up all those other mag’s talking
about the black PSP by talking about the Japanese only release of the white
PSP! About the only reason you wouldn’t buy a PSP is because of Sony’s crappy
proprietary software and hardware. You’ll have much more fun with this puppy
if you look around on the internet and learn how to hack it. That way you’ll be
able to get wireless internet browsing and play all the bootleg games and movies your eyeballs can handle. The white PSP is perfect for those of you who have
a white shirt, white pants, white shoes a white hat and a white skateboard. Yep,
its that white. White that down... White!

Megaphone by Fanon

What? You need me to tell you to buy
a megaphone?! Just go out and buy
one right now! I’m telling you; it will
take the fun factor of your life to a
new level! Do you know how funny a
fart sounds through a megaphone?

Marshall Artist Clothing.

Audex Jacket by Burton & Motorola.

This piece is amazing! Whilst other companies are messing around with MP3
players, the guys and girls at Burton & Motorola have been listening to their
iPod’s and figuring out what kids really want. This jacket has an in-built controller that connects to your iPod and wirelessly to any Bluetooth enabled phone.
If your friends call, it automatically pauses your iFruity (iPod, Apple, get it?) and
answers the phone. So, nothing too special right? Wrong! The Audex has speakers and a mic built into the jacket so you don’t have get tangled up in cables!

Battlefield 2.

Marshall Artist have been making clothes out of the UK for a few years now. Anyway a while back I bought a Marshall Artist jumper from some store on Chapel
St, Melbourne. This piece fitted so good (it even had thumb holes already cut
into it) and was made from that really heavy weight cotton. You know, the good
stuff, not that crappy recylced-coke-bottle fleece that you get from Target.
Since then the only jumper’s I’ve bought have been made by Marshall Artist.
You just can’t find high quality, good fitting basic’s these days. It’s not just their
jumpers that have me going, the rest of their range is pretty radtastic. They’ve
got stripies, a dope looking suit, a scarf and do you know what the best thing
is? There aren’t any dirty looking tsubi knock off’s. Your best bet for finding
Marshall Artist is from Fat or everyone’s personal favourite, eBay.

There are a few games that get certain aspects of war fighting right, but there are
none that do it all reasonably well. That
was until BF2 dropped earlier this year. In
this you can control everything from fighter jets, attack helicopters, tanks to 3 person
assault vehicles. The massive 64 player
maps even have aircraft carriers! As you
would expect this game is like crack. You’ll
have to break-up with your girlfriend, buy
a new ‘leet’ gaming rig and settle in for a
good year or so of playing this.

Holden Outerwear.

Firstly, no, this isn’t some kind of HSV bogan snowboarding gear. It’s actually Mikey LeBlanc’s outerwear company.
It took Mikey a few years to get the idea off the ground
but this is his second range as head designer and if all the
SIA hype is to be believed, he’s doing a damn fine job. If
you ask me, this shit is fresh. When you think about it, you
wouldn’t wear bright white puffy pants with a matching
jacket to the skatepark. So why is it acceptable to look like
an idiot when you go ride? Holden is changing that by
taking element’s from skateboard clothing design and using them to inspire a range of snowboard outerwear. Their
pants come in fits like your jeans do. There are bootcuts
and five pocket pants with leather detailing. Last season
Scotty Whitlake had a pro model pant and jacket (which
was suspiciously similar to a jacket Billabong did this year?
Hmm...). Mikey took Scotty’s place this year and scored his
own pro model jacket and pant but the rest of the range is
equally as good. Oh and I almost forgot how good Holden’s apparel is. I guarantee you’ll never find a better fitting jumper or hoodie. I know, you probably thought there
wasn’t much to the way a hoodie fits. Well, there is okay?!
You won’t be able to pick Holden up at your local shop
because General Motor’s is getting a little pissed about the
name. Your best bet is eBay son!
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Yokobag.
Cap Caddy by Burton.

So you just spent $120 on an Undefeated New Era fitted hat on eBay
and you haven’t been able to take it
off you head for fear of losing and/or
sitting on it. Well the crew at Burton
are a smart bunch and have designed
a bag that will protect your hat investment. It’s a pretty good idea really... How many times have you had to
jam your hats into the last remnants
of space in your backpack just knowing that they’ll never be the same
again. The storage factor has got to
be the only real down side of wearing a good form of head topping.
Thanks Burton! Get these for about
$40 from your Burton dealer.

Foam filled genius. For all those times you can’t be fucked.
I’m looking at our custom printed POP Yoko right now thinking this might be the shortest review in history.
Go here www.yokobag.com

Burton Snowboards Hot Wheels by Mattel.

I can’t beleive I ever found these! A friend had bought these from Coles for
her son. I was freaking out! That weekend I drove to all the supermarket’s and
toys store’s in my area with my little brother searching for these. It was crazy. I
ended up finding an online forum for Hot Wheels collectors and that pointed
me in the right direction. These 5 cars actually came in a pack called ‘Atomix
Burton Snowboards’ and were released in 2003 as part of the Super Tuned
Series. They’re actually quite small. A lot smaller than a match box car but not
as small as a micro machine. I was able to find them on eBay for $5. I asked
a friend who works at Burton if he had ever heard of them and he didn’t even
believe that they existed. It’s so weird that Burton would be involved in making
Hot Wheels cars! A good little find for any collector geeks who just happen to
snowboard.

Krux Trucks.

They’ve been around for ages. They’re
just trucks. But they’ve got a beer
opener on the front of them! What?
Of course its safe to mix skateboarding with alcahol...
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For stockists call
The Factoree: 03.9593.8888
www.thefactoree.com.au

I decided only to review films I really liked, all the other films were
good but I will review them another time, however Community Project
was FUCKING CRAP. The last two films with that sort of budget to go

FILM ME
that bad were ‘Daredevil’ and ‘Waterworld’, with the exception of the
bit where Kevin Costner uses himself as bait and catches that fucking
scary monster eel-shark-dragon hybrid beast, that was awesome.

D.C. Mountain Lab.

I have to say, my hopes for this documentary style film weren’t too high. I mean the skate film was incredible
for one part alone, but I wondered how they would go showcasing Ken Blocks’ wealth for a whole video. DC
has a way of getting pretty self indulgent, and although at times it touches on it, i.e. the intro. It remained
an incredibly well put together (and packaged) piece. The cover is a 100 odd page coffee table book filled
with propaganda detailing The Lab, the team, product and the so on. For the film, Pierre Wikberg was put on
payroll and has made what could have been easily a ½ hour of shit, into what in my opinion is one of the
better films of the year. Relax, it is not all filmed within one acre. The team and crew take a few trips around.
Travis Parker, Renee Renee, and Todd Richards keep it from getting too serious, apparently its all about fun
nowadays. It never use to be? And most importantly, I didn’t need to put my headphones on instead of the
soundtrack. Well worth it. Get it in your grill.

Frosted Flakes by Sunset Films.

A new film crew on the ‘scene’ and fresh outta
Montreal, Sunset have made something really pretty special. With a lack of budget, snow and major
names(not including Danny Kass), ‘Frosted Flakes’
shows us that you can get a lot done in a crap winter. Although I disliked the claim of best film ever
out of Canada (Whiskey, anyone?) and maybe a bit
too much slow motion, an otherwise very enjoyable
film. Yan Dofin, and Max Legendre respectively have
the opening and closing parts, and two completely
re-edited section in the bonus, are definitely the
standouts. Don’t be scared of rails, this piece is a
little on the urban side of things.

Some Kinda Life by Neoproto.

Since the first film which was kind of shit now that I
think about it, Neoproto have really got it together.
In my humble opinion the perfect mix of Terrain/
Rails/Backcountry/Park. Great soundtrack, definitely mellow and not so mellow in all the right spots,
if that makes any sense at all. Simply a really enjoyable, easy to watch, timeless kind of snowboard film
that you wish there were more of but you also don’t
because then it would begin to suck kind of film.
Sorry for being so incoherent and weird, but I really
think everyone should get this film.
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FILM ME

For stockists call
The Factoree: 03.9593.8888
www.thefactoree.com.au

From ___, with Love by Mack Dawg Productions.

Not my favourite film of the year, but a step ahead in terms of bang for
buck. Two different films on one DVD - a travel film featuring all the
locations of the season, and your more traditional part film. Music was
a little bit all over the place, some goodies, some fucking awful. Not to
detract from the actual snowboarding which blew me away. Best ‘cast’
of snowboarders without a doubt. Eero Ettala can do every trick, and
does (switch double-back, cab 10, back lip kink…..and so on, its scary),
Jeremy Jones’ double rail lines, Dirksen astronaut impersonation, and
the return of Jussi. You pretty much need a copy, it would be dumb not
to have one. There is just something about the fact Mack Dawg makes
motocross videos as well that doesn’t sit right with me.

One Love by Finga on da Trigger.

I hope you like hip-hop, I know I do, and so do these guys. While many
other crews have flipped-flopped from trend to trend as seasons go
by, the Technine/FODT team have stayed true to form forever. This
becomes even more evident as time passes and the haters hate. No
matter how much you love or hate these guys, you can’t deny the talent. Chris Coulter, Justin Hebbel, Darrell Mathes, MFM, Aarron Bittner,
and Justin Benee to name a few, all have gone from a part in FODT to
achieve mainstream appraisal. My next bet is Derek Dennison, and Stevie Bell. Stevie has only been snowboarding for three years and already
right up there with the best of them. All hip-hop mixtape and bonus
CD from MFM and enough handrails to keep BHP shareholders happy,
its just like a Christmas and Birthday at once.

Burning Bridges by Kidsknow.

The second release from the digital loving Holden crew is short, sweet and to the point. An
eclectic mix of riders make this film work. One minute you are watching a smooth assassin type style of someone like Marc Frank Montoya, Justin Bennee, or Jon Kooley, then you
watching an aggro stomper like Darrell Mathes, Mikey Leblanc, or Jordan Mendenhall.
Plenty more cats get a run on this film and I suggest we all keep our collective eyes on
Ricky Tucker. He has been doing the runs over the internet via shreddermag.com for a few
years now and I have been wondering when he would make a debut. A quite traditional,
yet uniquely different snowboard film. If you enjoyed or even loved ‘Love/Hate’ which I
know many did, you will love this film.
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Broken Social Scene - Broken Social Scene (Arts & Crafts)

Canadian label, Arts & Crafts, are more or less untouchable at the moment. Already this year, they’ve released the acclaimed Stars album,
Set Yourself On Fire and have also given North American’s a taste of
the Australian brilliance that is New Buffalo. Now they’ve released
what could quite possibly be my album of the year, in Broken Social
Scene’s fourth full length (if you include last years Beehives), the magnificent self titled Broken Social Scene. Progressing greatly from You
Forgot It In People, Broken Social Scene is a far fuller sounding record,
with a considerably more polished feel. Where quiet, instrumental
numbers were easy to come by on past releases, on their latest, Broken
Social Scene have traded some of them in for frenzied beats, rapping
and an undeniably dancey undertone. ‘Fire Eye’d Boy’ and ‘Windsurfing Nation’ are in my opinion, two of the best tracks the band have
ever written, up there with the likes of ‘Anthem For A Seventeen Year
Old Girl’ and ‘Love & Mathematics’.

Kisschasy - United Paper People (Below Par)

It may be that they were the staple local band for my early teenage
years, or that they write some of the best damn pop tunes to come out
of Australia in the past few years, but I am truly a sucker for Kisschasy.
Their first two EPs were packed with perfect pop punk melodies (or
indie-pop, as the band tries to tell) and their debut long player brings
more of the same. From the get-go, with lead single and JJJ favourite
‘Do-dos and Whoa-ohs’, to the album highlights of ‘Face Without A
Name’ and ‘Ione Sky’, there are few faults. If you were lucky enough
to pick up a limited edition, bonus disc copy of the album, you got
some acoustic versions of old favourites, ‘Stay Awake’ and ‘Darkside’.
Whoever said pop-punk was dead… is wrong…

PRESS RECORD
Deerhoof - The Runners Four (Kill Rock Stars)

Deerhoof, Deerhoof, Deerhoof. Oh, how I love you so. Apple O’ will
always remain at the top of my record collection, and The Runners
Four will perhaps only sit a few spaces below that. On this, the bands
first fully guitar based album, serve up 20 tracks of 3 minute gems,
that are able to confuse, delight and upset all in the one swift movement. The Runners Four also contains what could quite possibly be my
favourite Deerhoof track released thus far, in ‘Wrong Time Capsual’.
Guess I’ll have to keep waiting for Kill Rock Stars to release something
that’s not worth listening to. PS: If you miss them while they’re out
here next February, don’t say you weren’t warned. These shows will
be incredible.

Xiu Xiu - La Foret (5 Rue Christine)

It was always going to be a massive task to write the follow up to
last years Fabulous Muscles, which may have been why Jamie Stewart
chose to release a plethora of 7” splits, singles, and even a live album in
the 12 months between releases. La Foret, while standing a few notches below it’s predecessor is still a solid album. Opener ‘Clover’ is a stirring number that maintains the stripped back sound that Xiu Xiu have
become renown for, while others, like ‘Muppet Face’ introduce synths
and drum machines into the mix. There’s nothing quite as accessible
as ‘I Luv The Valley, OH!’, but ‘Muppet Face’ definitely comes close. Undeniably individual, Xiu Xiu’s sound is constantly moving forward. La
Foret is no exception, and is a beautifully dark and sombre record.

Clann Zu - Black Coats & Bandages (G-7 Welcome Committee)

Okay, so this is by no means a recent release. It’s been out for a number
of years now but I still hold in extremely high regards. Made up of
members of My Disco!, Heartfeltself and Agents Of Abhorrance (alright, so that basically sums up Ben Andrews), and based across 3
continents (members live in Ireland, Australia and the United States),
Clann Zu sound nothing like any of the bands it’s members have belonged to. Sure, the bass lines of Clann Zu are extremely My Disco!, but
that’s were it ends. Beautiful melodies, piano parts and string sections
make up stirring numbers that sound like a cross between Nick Cave &
The Badseeds, Murder By Death and Fugazi. ‘One Bedroom Apartment’
and ‘T-Ean Ban’ are beautiful songs that sum up the whole record. I’m
not going to try and explain much more about the band or this album,
because they simply need to be listened too to be understood. Breaking up this year was the only bad thing Clann Zu have ever done.

Junior Senior - Hey Hey My MyYoYo (Cutting Edge)

So in 2003, Junior Senior released one of the party albums of the year.
It did everything you could want an album to do; it made you laugh,
dance, be happy, be entertained. So when it was announced that the
Danish duo would be mixing it up with help from the Le Tigre girls, as
well as members of the B-52’s, it seemed kinda too good to be true.
Well, guess what. It kinda was. While D-D-D-Don’t Stop The Beat was
more or less seamless, Hey Hey My My Yo Yo is up and down. It doesn’t
have the beats, the rhythms or the infectiously danceable melodies to
match it’s predecessor. That said, ‘Hip Hop A Lua’ and ‘We R The Handclaps’ wouldn’t feel out of place on their first effort.
wordssam
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BANDS TIME

Kisschasy

From the Beginning to… well… now.

We receive an amazing amount of emails each week, with people asking “how do I start a band?” or “we have a new band, how do we get
signed?” And although I am in no way qualified to be giving advice on
this matter, I’ve been asked to, and I certainly won’t turn away the opportunity to see my name in print.
First of all a little history, I play bass in a band called Kisschasy. We have been around for approximately 3 years, but I’ve been
playing in bands for the better part of 7 years. Kisschasy started when
one of my previous bands were playing a show with some other bands
in Melbourne. Whilst drinking myself into “rock” mode, I was watching
one of the opening bands. This band contained Darren, kisschasy’s current singer. I was blown away by his voice, and decided that we should
both leave our respective bands, and begin anew. We wrote some songs
together and brought them to the members of my old band, and they
were in.
So we had a band. First step completed. Next, the name.
One look at our name, and you might not want to listen to me anymore,
but as much as we have all hated our name at one point, we realised
something, people remember it. Step two done. We decided that we
should rehearse, so we did. A LOT. We were rehearsing at least twice a

week, often more. Until we felt we were ready to do shows. Around 3-4
months. After this we asked all the local high schools if we could play
for free at lunchtime. We did a few schools then put on a show. And
it was a cracker. From this point, to signing a deal we played as many
shows as we could. With anyone, anywhere. The more shows you play;
the more chance someone will notice you. And if you’re good, people
will be talking. After you confirm there is a slight buzz, go and record
a demo of three or four tracks. Give this away at shows; send it to as
many labels as you can. Giving this to people at shows for free will get
them listening, then talking, then talking on the internet. Labels watch
this. From here on in, it’s all about hassling the shit out of people until
they give you a deal. Which is what we did.
Until you are at a point where the shows come to you, and
you can afford to pick and choose, play every show you are offered.
I can not stress this enough. In closing, it’s all about rehearsal; playing shows and your ability to trick people into thinking you’re good
enough to release your songs. All though we are far from “made it” we
are in a position where we are able to travel the country (and to a small
extent the world) and play our music. And believe me; it is well worth
all the shitty Tuesday nights at some dingy pub with a 6 beer rider.
wordsjoel
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danhimbrechts

charlesbeckinsale switchback lip spring creekcanada

Snowboarding was basically going
down hill for me, I had spent a better part of two months snowboarding in the States and not smiling
once. As ridiculous as it sounds now
I was filling my head with thoughts
of never picking up a board again. I
arrived home after another month
wasted trying to run from my hate
of snowboarding, only to hear that
I was wanted back in the States to
take photos with someone named
Dan Himbrechts. Basically up until
that point I hadn’t really been involved with any photographers and
was certain most magazines and
snowboarders in Australia didn’t
really enjoy my company. So with
some hesitation I boarded a flight
back to the states hoping that this
quickly planed trip would turn out
to be my saviour. I spent the whole
flight worrying if I would get along
with the photographer and other
riders, in fact I worried that I wasn’t
going to get along with anyone! I
had had no sleep and the only thing
that kept me from jumping out of
the plane was the thought of Bear
Agushi and Chris Boadle picking
me up at the other end. But my
fears where unfounded, instead, I
was greeted by like minded people.
I met Dan with the presumption
that he wasn’t going to understand
me and that he would be like everyone else, but that wasn’t Dan at
all. Dan turned out to be one of the
best guys I had ever met. I spent 3
weeks shooting photos and having
fun with someone who I thought
couldn’t exist in the Australian
snowboarding industry. Just when
I thought about quitting it all I was
reminded by a complete stranger
how good snowboarding is and
how fun it can be. I went home
with that smile I had been searching for.

Photography is something that is
primarily controlled by the person
behind the lens, they have a vision
and they capture it. With snowboarding I think it takes both the
snowboarder and photographer
to get a good shot, and for this to
happen there needs to be a good
relationship between the two. For
me, with Dan, this was immediate;
we’re both very much influenced
by music and skateboarding. Although I feel I annoy the hell out
of Dan because I am way to excited to be snowboarding with him
and also the thought of making
a good photo is something that
can’t escape me. I think we manage though. A snowboard photographer’s life isn’t an easy one. They
have so many variables in their job.
Among other things, there’s the
weather, if the snowboarder is having a bad day or maybe they’re just
not a nice friendly person to work
with. I think Dan puts up with the
latter. But when I work with him I
always seem to be having a good
day, it seems funny to call it work
as well because we’re both just little kids playing with toy’s really. As
shy as I am about sharing my idea’s
with other people I find myself telling Dan almost every last one of
them. Dan puts up with my obsessive uncertainty and my constant
nagging to find a photo in everything. I think it takes more then just
snowboard skills and I do wonder if
anyone even cares about creativity
any more, but I’m sure Dan does. It
took meeting Dan for me to realize
that there is still more fun left for
me and hopefully Dan will be there
documenting this time in my life
every step of the way and having a
good time while where at it.

wordsmarc
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Charles is a rail machine! He is also one of the most focused people I have shot
with. He nailed this switch back lip so many times. This photo has never been run.
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rhyshaag cabfive la parvachile

danhimbrechts

This photo has also not been run
before; it is one of my favourites
from our Chile trip of 2003. This
resort had minimal snow and
was closed, but rather than turn
us away they gave us a cool condo, a cat and operator to build
our own jumps. It was amazing!
We went up everyday in the afternoon and stayed up on the
hill till sunset. Rhys hit this jump
so many times but what is really
amazing is that the cat operator
had never built something like
this before! Rhys drew him a
diagram and tried to explain it
with a few select words of Spanish he’d learnt from our Chilean
contacts! Truly a once off experience! This photo was never run
because the publisher thought
it was too grainy! Um, I’m sorry,
but that is why I love black and
white film!
wordsdan
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marcbaker falls creekaustralia

paulstephen whistlercanada

danhimbrechts

This was shot in the winter of
2003 in Whistler, myself and a
long time friend Paul Stephen
went out to try and get some
photos as I was being constantly
closed out on photo shoots with
the Aussie crew by some other
big name Aussie photographers
in town, so I thought, ‘Fuck it! I
can get magazine quality shots
with guys that are good but
aren’t necessarily “big name”
riders’! We shot this with full
daytime flash which I think was
something that other Aussie
photographers had not discovered at the time because they
hadn’t come from a skate background. As it turned out, both
Aussie mags had this photo and
chose not to run it because the
rider was not a “big name” rider!
This pissed me off! I still think it is
one of the best snow photos I’ve
taken and after U.S Snowboarder
ran a cover last season of a guy
up a tree one Aussie editor called
me and said he should’ve run this
photo 2 years ago!

Marc is one of the most creative
people I know! He is always the
most excited to go out and shoot
photos and he is never bothered
by the weather! This was shot
one afternoon in the Falls Creek
pipe when it was probably not in
the best condition.
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rhyshaag la parvachile

chrisboadle jasnaslovakia

danhimbrechts

Eastern Europe was such an adventure; it was hard work to even
get a shot at some of the resorts.
There was really nothing worth
shooting! Sure the experience
was great but getting shots that
would look good in a snowboard
magazine was something else!
We looked all over this resort and
bared the -40 Celsius temperatures! It was harsh! At the end
of the day, when we had drunk
enough coffee to consider investing in a multi-national coffee
house, Chris spotted this statue.
He dropped in, turned and Jasna
finally had a shot worth publishing! Only problem is it never did
get published..! Until now!
036 POP ISSUE 01
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chrisboadle jasnaslovakia

rhyshaag le parvachile

danhimbrechts

Jasna was so cold! I’ve experienced some really cold shit, but Jasna was
by far the coldest place i’ve ever pulled a camera out! Tjis shot of chris
sums up what it was like in Slovakia with negative 20 tempeatures
mixed with some damn icy winds from some colder place! Brrrrrr! This
was the kind of place where you wished you shot surfing instead!
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Danny Davis.

Jarred Banko invades with some serious style.

Burton Australia Open
In 2005 the Southern Hemisphere was the host of two Burton Open
events. The inaugural Australian Open was presented by Garnier Fructis
and Burton, running alongside the New Zealand Open in its third year.
These events added to the already well known Burton International US
Open, European Open and Japanese Nippon Open.
With the largest prize money ever seen the country, the
Burton Open also brought with it a following of international riders
that would not otherwise be seen on our shores. Making the trip were
Louie Vito (USA ), Ross Powers (Olympic Gold medallist, USA), Wyatt
Caldwell (USA), Mikkel Bang (NOR), Mason and Molly Aguire (USA),
Jack and Luke Mitrani (USA), Kier Dillon (USA) and Hannah Teter (USA),
along with plenty more shredders to regulate the contests.
The Burton Open events are unique in that they are truly
open. Entry is available to anyone who wants to try their luck against
the world’s best, provided they can get through the qualifying rounds.
The other unique aspect of the Burton Open is that unlike so many
other snowboard contests, there is equal prize money for both men
and women. This is by direct order of Jake Burton as mandatory for
running an Open. So guys, give up, and girls take up snowboarding as
there is some money to be made - in Australia anyway.
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The Australian Open was held over two weekends, with Falls Creek
hosting the qualifying rounds on the 27th – 28th of August and Perisher hosting the final during the following weekend. Falls Creek is
renowned for its commitment to snowboarding and this showed over
the weekend. They managed to build an amazing Slopestyle course out
of a thinning cover of snow. The course started with an oversized flat
down stair set rail into a 35 foot kicker flowing into a 45 foot kicker,
then into a 55 foot kicker with a 50 foot rainbow rail option, finishing
with a unique step up that riders could slide up, lip trick on the coping
and slide back down again.
With perfect sunny conditions and an equally good course,
riders were throwing down from the word go. Those doing the pushing were Jarred Banko (CAN), who showed everyone that spinning off
your toes isn’t dead, Mitch Allen (AUS), Andy Moneberger (AUSTRIA)
and Robbie Walker (AUS). Anyone who has seen Robbie ride knows he’s
the only Australian rider that can get away with not grabbing his board
whilst still looking super stylish. Although someone forgot to tell the
judges who marked him down for the no grabs?.

However it was Frenchie Matts Kulisek who took out the honours with
flawless runs all day. His finals run consisted of a gap to front board on
the top rail, frontside 540 on the first kicker into a cab 720 truckdriver
into switch backside 720 on the 55 foot kicker. I have never before
seen anyone so stoked to win as Matts at the presentations that night.
Apparently he had come out from France by himself, travelling around
solo on buses to all the Australian resorts. An extra $3000 in his pocket
meant that Matts could extend his holiday further and stick around
until the final event at Perisher.
In the women’s event, it was an easy win for Emily Thomas
who was at no stage pushed – it only took being the only girl to hit and
spin off the last 55 foot kicker. Equal prize money? Enough said!
The Pipe qualifying event on Sunday didn’t go as smoothly
as the Slopestyle. In the morning riders arrived at the top of an under/
over vert pipe which had been cut like a game of snakes and ladders.
Apparently the pipe cutter had quit the day before, but people didn’t
care, they just wanted to bitch. And they did. So based on what the riders wanted, Burton pulled the qualifying round and ran a jam session
format with cash going to the Highest Air and Best Trick. 1st, 2nd and
3rd were to go to those who did try and put a run together.
In the women’s event Swiss rider Miriam Marbach took both 1st and
Best Trick with a combination of front 7’s and backside 5’s, followed by
Kim Craigollini (USA) in second and Ally Dean (Aus) in third.
In the men’s event Marcus Wherle (AUS) took out $1000
and the Highest Air competition with 10 foot plus cross rocket airs. On
the other, wall it was Andrew Burton (AUS) who took Best Trick and
$1000 for his crippler 900s. Few tried to put decent runs together in
the Pipe, but of those that did Matthew Gallian (AUS) finished 3rd and
Marc Baker (AUS) 2nd with smooth frontside 900’s. Olympic hopeful
Ben Mates finished in 1st place with smooth flowing cripplers, alley
oops and consistent amplitude over all other riders.

Fructis Finals at Perisher Blue

The Slopestyle course consisted of 6 features, starting with a flat down
box into an up flat rail or gap to down rail option, then a battleship box
or 30 foot kicker option, straight into a 40 foot kicker running into a
poppy 55 foot kicker with a painfully sharp knuckle and short landing,
then ending with a 17 foot wall ride. Morning practice went smoothly,

however as the sun came out, the course slowed and riders started to
come up short on the final kicker. It was brutal and before long the
salt was out.
In the men’s final, any complaints about the course were put
to rest when the Burton Junior team absolutely tore it apart. Danny
Davis (USA), Mikkel Bang (NOR), Luke Mitrani (USA), Kevin Pierce (USA)
and Wyatt Caldwell (USA) all mixed it up with cab 9’s, front 9’s, backside 9’s and all 4 sevens being thrown down on the questionable last
kicker. Few Australians stepped up, but those that did, did it well. Shay
Paxton was solid and Max Cookes joined the competition, trying to link
back to back nines on the last two kickers. However Nick Gregory was
the highest placing Australian, destroying the last kicker with a super
styled switch backside 7 in the last run of the day. The battle for first
and second was between Danny Davis and Kevin Pearce who ended up
only .5 of a point apart, with Kevin taking the honours.
In the women’s Slopestyle, US teen Alena Hight took an easy
win with clean backside 3’s and lofty straight airs, followed by Ali Dean
and Amanda Beckinsale.
The following day, the Pipe was once again dominated by
the US competitors. Their ability to ride perfect pipes all season long in
the US showed over the Australian riders who might be lucky to get a
few weeks to ride a well shaped pipe during our Aus season. Actually,
we didn’t really have a hope. Ben Mates was the highest placed Aus in
6th, which meant it was pretty much a clean sweep by the US riders.
Danny Davis was the highest qualifier with perfect back to back nines
and plenty of amplitude, however the final was stolen from him by
USA junior Louie Vito who pipped him at the post by .1. Olympic gold
medallist Ross ‘the Boss’ Powers didn’t disappoint, placing in third with
a well practised run consisting of a frontside 1080, switch mctwist and
lofty air to fakie.
The women’s Pipe final went to Alena Hight with smooth
fronstide 5’s switch 3’s and lofty airs. It wasn’t as easy for her as the
Slopestyle, with Swiss princess Miriam Marbach closely taking second
and Akiko Miwa (JAP) in third with amplitude and style.
The Australian and NZ Burton Opens’ will return in 2006. Well worth
checking out. Good times. Check out opensnowboarding.com for
more.
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Style Wars.
The third annual Stylewars event kicked off at Falls Creek snow resort
during the first week of September. The already prestigious event (well
as far as Australian snow events go) received a golden appraisal when
it was announced as a member of the elitist group of snowboard
events that are given Ticket to Ride (TTR) World Tour status. No skis
here dork, Stylewars is now part of the unofficial world snowboard
tour. With it’s new sanctioning, Stylewars 2005 only gathered more
momentum when the QS team featuring Markku, JJ, Bob and more,
announced that they would be making the event a stop on their 2005
world tour. Being the first event of 2005, whoever won Stylewars
would, in theory, be the temporary world champion until the next
event which just happens to be 3 months later. Could we have our
first Australian world champion?
I turned up on the Wednesday evening to a very bare Falls
Creek. With no snow on the ground, I skipped the $20 oversnow ride
that Australian resorts are so renowned for and walked the extra 200
metres to the Huski Lodge. This was where everyone from Stylewars
was staying, well everyone except Oakley and Quicksilver who had
decided to stay at the nicer Cuntry Clubs. Yeah I spell checked it. With
an extra $20 in hand, I went to the Huski bar to get acquainted, only
to find Stylewars had $1 Coronas for all competitors and staff. Nice.
Thursday was the first day of competition but nothing really eventuated. By the time I’d risen from bed, most of the motivated

Markku Koski is large and in charge
with some sort of aerial gyration.
Photo: DanHimbrechts.com

cats had already been up on the hill only to find that the park was
clouded in and the day had been cancelled. That didn’t stop riders
from getting involved. Falls Creek had received 5cm overnight and
right next to Huski was a junkyard filled with opportunities for eager
players like Robbie Walker and Ryan Tiene. They dragged wheelbarrows, tables, old doors and bed frames out to construct a mini junk
jam right outside the lodge. It wasn’t long until the NZ kids (the dirt
bags they are) and the Euros joined in, and before long it was a seriously good time.
That night people got drunk, and as a result, the sun came
up with blue skies and a bunch of hangovers. To make things worse,
everyone’s sleep had been cut short by two fire alarms being set off
in the space of half an hour. Although it’s still unknown who the infiltrators were, all that could be heard above the sirens was someone
crying “Tiene what have you done”. Makes you wonder.
Rumour had it that the Falls Creek Park team had taken
every last bit of snow and dragged it over to push up a park consisting of a 90 foot kicker into an 80 foot, into a 50 foot rainbow and
rail options below. It didn’t seem the typical actions of an Australian
resort, so I was a little sceptical. However, when we got up to the
park, sure enough were some big ass kickers from a very thin cover of
snow. Awesome.
For most of the Northern hemisphere riders it was their

first day on snow and they were
taking it easy. As for the Australians and Kiwi’s, these were the
first decent kickers they’d hit all
season and they weren’t about
to waste them. Standouts were
New Zealander Jacob Koia with
a plethora of majestic tricks, Max
Cooks and Nathan Perry who all
destroyed the bottom table.
On Saturday evening
the Night Rails session was held
outside the Frying Pan pub. The
setup was a stair set with centre down bar, flat down box on
one side and a down flat down
box on the other. International
rail destroyers Zach Leacha and
Jacob Wilhemson got involved
but were out-classed by the
Australian riders. Max Cookes
took out the night with the likes
of a switch BS and FS 270 on

the down bar, and a huge switch
backside 450 gap on the down
flat down box. Robbie Walker
took second with some very
easy-on-the-eyes switch back
tail 270 outs, and Shayne Southhall picked up third. It was nice
to see the international riders
freak out at the level of rail riding here in Aus, but what else are
you going to do when you get
such shitty season?
After the rail jam,
Sydney two piece The Presets
played to a room of drunk dudes
in the Huski front bar. This was
ridiculous and if you ever get a
chance to see them play and are
in the mood for an electronic
good time, then get along.
Sunday was the first
day of judged competition, and
after a big night, heads were

weary but skies were blue so everyone was hustled up to the park.
Riders had to straight-line the
400 metre run in to get enough
speed for the 80 foot step down
kicker and then straight line the
landing into the poppier second 75 footer. Olympic bronze
medallist JJ Thomas consistently
threw down all day, linking cab
9’s off the first into front 7’s
on the low kicker to eventually
end up in first place. Australian
Cheyne Southwell took second
with a bunch of tricks topped
off with a front 9 into switch
backside 7 rodeo. Third and forth
went to the Austrian contingent
of Chris Kroll and Mone.
After another whiteout day on Monday, Tuesday was
once again clear. With no lagers
or hangovers, everyone was up

to the newly rebuilt park for
their final chance at taking out
the first Ticket to Ride comp of
the season, and claim the current World Champion title. The
Euro continent were more than
warmed up after a few days of
riding and dominated the day.
Jaako Ruha threw down flawless front nines to switch back
sevens and only fell once over
the full period of the day. Finnish teamate Jusso Lavisto was
a standout, as well as Austrian
Chris Kroll, Swede Jacob Wilhelson and New Zealand’s Jacob
Koia.
At the end of the third
judged competition day no one
could knock Cheyne Southwell
out of the number one spot,
and he was crowned Stylewars
Grand Master. Cheyne was one
of the smoothest riders all week
and consistently threw down
every day of the competition.
Cheyne took home $5000 cash
and the Airblaster number one
leg bib along with a wildcard
into the next Ticket to Ride contest in Snowpark, New Zealand
to defend his newly acquired
unofficial world number one
ranking.
Stylewars 2005 went down a
treat. With the up and down
seasons we have here, be sure
to book your next years holiday
to Falls Creek over the Stylewars
week. There might be no snow
but at least there’ll be something
to watch.
1st Cheyne Southwell (AUS)
2nd Jakob Wilhelmson (SWE)
3rd Jacob Koia (NZ)
=4th Chris Kroll (AU)
=4th JJ Thomas (US)
6th Robbie Walker (AUS)
7th Jaakko Ruha (FIN)
8th Ryan Tiene (AUS)
9th Shay Paxton (AUS)
10th Max Cookes (AUS)

wordschris photosdan himbrechts
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Aaron throws down a frontside five
stale before he throws up.
Mt Hotham Backcountry

pop

Why hasn’t that skateboarding style taken off? Why didn’t Chris Eacott win that
King of Rails Jam with that Switch Nollie
thing? People don’t even know that shits
around, how long is it going to take till
people start.
aaron
Australia is just a bit behind on
everything. There are so many more people, so many more resorts in America, Europe and Canada. We don’t have nearly as
many snowboarders as in other countries,
so I think its all about places with more of
a snowboard population getting more into
it so they’ll follow the styles and the trends
more. But as for skateboard style going more
into snowboarding, I want to see way more
of it. I think its way sicker. Like Eacott, what
he did at that King of Rails Jam, so sick. There
was mad good tricks for sure but…its not all
the gnarliest trick, well actually it is ~ it was
pretty fucking gnarley!
So its not all about 270 on 450 off, all
that kind of shit?
Oh well, it is. In some aspects

cause that is still gnarley stuff. But I reckon
what Chris (Eacott) did was super tech and
super gnarley.
So everyone is doing the exodus overseas
right now. What are your plans for this
coming northern winter?
Cause of lack of money, I’m going
to Lake Tahoe, go to Truckie and ride North
Star. Just cause I’ve got a lot of friends in
Truckie that I can stay with.
Sweet Hook Ups!
Yeah, the sweet hook ups. They
help me out heaps. So I can snowboard there
everyday, I’ll ride for a month and a half at
North Star cause its easier for me. My friend
Johnny’s got a sled so I’ll be able to do a bit
of back country with him. And there’s heaps
of good street rails around there.
You spent a bit of time in Utah last year.
Yeah, Utah was sick too, I’d like
to go back there. But if you go to one place
a couple of times in a row, you make good
friends, and you get the sweet hook ups.
Good times and its cheaper.

Cause your working pretty hard to get
over this year.
I am but I’m spending all my money quicker than I’m making it.
How did you get your first season pass?
I was lucky, my parents decided to
move to Harrietville when I was 14, I lived
in the city for a while and then I was lucky
enough to go to the country. I was pretty
against it at first but it turned out to be really
good cause I loved living in the country and I
got to ride a lot all through the winters there
in high school and riding on weekends and
ditch days at school and go riding. And I was
lucky to meet a friend of mine, Mike D, who
lived two doors down during the winter in
Harrietville and he was more than happy to
drive me up every weekend and put up with
me and put up with me being an annoying
14 year old.
Yeah, that Mike D has defiantly harboured some talent there at Hotham.
Yeah, and he’s got some mad skills
too that people should probably look at. He’s

been around for a while and he’s
solid as hell. I was lucky that he
pretty much taught me how to
ride, which was cool.
You said you’ve been to Tahoe
a few seasons. You worked
on the park crew there didn’t
you?
I did for like a month,
when the team challenge was
on and the Vans triple Crown in
2002/2003.
What was it like raking when
those guys hit the jumps?
Yeah, it was pretty
sick. It was a pretty hectic month
because both those competitions were a weekend after each
other. I think there were a couple
of 14 hour days in there. I’d wake
up at 4 and work till 12, then do
it again the next day. That shits
hectic cause we had to move a
lot of stuff and everything has
to be perfect for all those guys,
which is sick because we got to
ride the course too so its good
like that. Mad raking all day. And
salting, north star spring snow
doesn’t hold up too well.
The photo we’ve run in this
issue is that black and white
one you took with Liam. How
do you go hitting a jump that
size by yourself, what was that
like? Especially when, rumour
has it, you were quite hung
over still.
Well yeah I was still
mad hungover and drunk still,
but the hardest part was building the jump. We only had one
shovel and 2 of us, there wasn’t
much we could do. It was fun.
I’d defiantly like to go back there
and build it a lot bigger and with
a lot more people, but that’s the
thing with Hotham back country
area, like that Dargo bowl, the
snow changes each year and
the chances of that being there
next year probably isn’t to good
because of the way the wind
comes in and the snowfall that
sort of thing.

If you can get good photo’s in
Australia it shows you’re a real
good rider. Especially when
you don’t have the super park
or the Style Wars thing where
only a few people get invited
every year.
Yeah, for sure. I don’t
know, its hard to make your
mark cause there’s so many good
riders in Australia that have defiantly got it all covered. So I don’t
know, maybe back country could
be a new way to get out there
and show some different Australian snowboarding.
Bigs ups?
God, Dad, My Family

especially my Mum, the Kaska
Family, the Baker bros and all my
friends.
Forever Sammy Kaska, We miss
you.

aaron
maxwe

Half Cab to a nice & soft flat landing.
Mt Hotham.
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chris eacott
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chris

Whud up dog?
Whud up fool?! Not much, just
finished exams. Working a little, skating a
little.
Do you think you had a good year?
Every conversation to do with snowboarding, your names comes up. A lot
of your friends have predicted this
for some time. Did you think it would
happen this year?
Nah, not really. I don’t think
that I’m big at all. I did all right, I rode
kinda hard overseas, but Australia I didn’t
ride much. It was shitty cause I went up
like 10 times, and every time I went up it
rained. But it was still fun.
You went to Perisher for that King of
Rails comp. I heard you got robbed.
Nah. I rode, um, nah.
I heard about the tricks you were doing there, what were you doing, like
nollie something?
Like, fakie back tail.
Do you think anyone in Australia knew
you were doing fakie ollie back tail?
Yeah, I guess... You can see it,
so... (Laughs).
What do you think about Australia and
filming video parts? Do you think its
possible to get good a part for American standards within Australia?
No, not really cause there’s
not as much…. You need to get that back
country shit. And um… you cant really in
Australia. If you go overseas (you can),
but like there’s not many people filming,
I guess like rails and shit’s easy cause it’s
easy for people to film that but people
don’t really come backcountry.
I know it’s a cliché questions but what
do you think of snowboarding in Australia. Do you think people have got
it twisted, like people worry too much
about image and all that stuff rather
than just getting on and having a
good time snowboarding.
Fuck yeah, but its everywhere.
Do you think it happens a lot in Utah
and stuff like that?
Yeah, I think its everywhere
and its in everything…. shit like that.
Every sport and stuff there’s
those people who just are image…. who
do it just to look good.
wordsmarc photoliam kaska
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Do you think that snowboarding down
here is looked at almost as a joke.
Maybe no one seems to be stepping it
up and trying to break into it over in
the States. Like, maybe we just use our
season as an excuse for not being as
good as those kids over in America?
Kind of, but people are starting to ride kinda good now in Australia
I guess. People still get the opportunity,
I mean most Australian riders go over for
at least three months, overseas, northern
hemisphere or whatever. We just got to
step up maybe.
Do you think people pigeon hole you,
like, they see a style or whatever and
think you’re a certain kind of guy. Do
you think that happens to you? People
don’t realize that you’re doing university and shit, what are you doing?
International Business, business law minor.
People see you and think you’re some
punk kid when really you’re not, you’re
not clueless. Do you think that happens to you a lot?
Um, a little I guess. But, I’m
over it, I think its just funny.
In the past year, your profile has got
up quite a bit. You get more shots in
magazines and stuff like that, you’ve
had a lot of good hype, and people generally like what you’re up to
weather its controversial or good. Kids
like what you’re doing. What do you
make of it all and do you think quick
hype and quick success can sometimes
boost peoples ego’s?
I guess, I don’t know. I haven’t
really seen it, but I’ve heard about it happening. Happened to this kid Marc Baker…….
Whatever, you c_#t!
Did you write all these questions Marc?
Yeah, they all came out of my head.
Any shout outs?
Burton, Anon, Grenade, Armourdillo, Triggers, Liam, Bakers, NFBKeen, SFK, 4007 Crew, Bigs, Jeff, Row,
Aaron, Louie, Yoann, Mum & Dad, Johnsy,
Mary J, Sammy Kaska Rest In Peace One
Love, Peace.
Eacott. Switch front board. Word.
Downtown Melbourne.
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Geoff?
Yo
I’m just going to make some questions up on the spot
Ok
So Geoff tell me about the ‘drunkin rights’ and how that
got all started?
A bunch of scummy as Mornington Tanti’s who skate together,
drink together and fight together, it just came together from
skating basically tho. We have the name ‘drunken rights’ cause it
is the perfect excuse for misbehaver.
So it’s just a group of friends who skate together and have
each other’s back’s right?
Yeah pretty much.
Do you see it like a family now, to me it almost seems like
you look after a lot of these kids, make sure they do the
right thing’s you know? Your always making kids sponsor
tapes it seems!
Ha yeah it almost feels like it as we still bitch and fight each other
just like brothers and sisters. And yeah I’m always trying to get
them the shit they need. But I think Stevo is the one we are all
looking up to at the moment as he’s getting the best deals.
Yeah, I think he’s a perfect example of that. I mean it seems
like only yesterday you and I met him at Mornington park in
his over sized clothes and skateboard that was just a piece
of wood pretty much. Now he’s better then all of us
[Laughs] Yeah exactly!
Do you find yourself talking about him a lot now?
Yeah I look at him as more of my son than a friend, I’m always

A bit cabby.
Half Cab blunt to half Cab out.

fully responsible as he is still young and I’m getting old.
You’re not getting old? Your like what, 18? You’ve still got
some fight in you, but I can see how you can feel old when
kids like Stevo, who is 14, are already getting deals when
you and I were that age we where still just dreaming you
know?
Yeah Stevo has had it good as he started so young and had something to look up to as even his personality is the same age as
ours, and he is even scoring chicks like 2 years older and way
taller then him.
His going to do well with the girls!
Yeah yeah he just needs to grow a bit but there’s still always
younger chicks.
[Laughs] I guess, on that note earlier, how hard do you think
it is for random kids to come up? Like you, as funny as it
sounds, were no one a few years ago now kids talk about
you all the time.
Yeah. It’s heaps hard but it comes to a point where it barely even
matters on skills as it does on style, personality and connections.
Yeah it’s got a lot to do with who you know, would you
agree?
Yep. As even now no-one even knew who Stevo was until he
started shooting with Mappstone.
Yeah but that’s not to say Stevo or you can’t skate. You’ve
both really worked hard to get to where you are, and Stevo
really showed his skills when it counted right?
Yeah for sure. It started off first when I made Stevo backside
5050 one of the gnarliest rails in Australia (Country Road) when

Geoff isn’t walking, he’s running.
Air-run (walk).

wordsmarc photosean fenning
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“I was always heading in more the direction of a footy jock. But ever since skateboarding got serious I haven’t even kicked a footy”
he was only 13, in front of Mappstones camera. Ever
since then our skateboarding has been a lot different.
Its kinda funny how one thing like that can change
it for you guys, it almost shouldn’t be like that
don’t you think?
It fully was! After that day skateboarding has been a
lot different. It’s not only fun but serious and hard to
get use to. But it kinda made our lives easier too.
Were you always sure you wanted to be a skateboarder?
Nah I was always heading in more of the direction of
a footy jock. But ever since skateboarding got serious I
haven’t even kicked a footy. I was always only skating
as my thing to do when I wasn’t playing footy.
[Laughs] You joke! Jock joke, thats you!
Yeah. I’m fresh!
[Laughs] Do you want to talk about CB?
[Laughs] Yeah.
Do you look back at those days as like the funnist
times?
[Laughs] Oh yeah, always.
Like filming whole video parts in a day?
Making one another do a trick by threatening them
that we will kick them off [laughs] (Luke McKinlay).
[Laughs]
[Laughs] We had one serious skate team!
Hey, are the ‘drunkin rights’ bringing out a new
video soon?
Yeah! It should be done very soon and it’s going to
have exciting bonus features... Someone who I can’t
say...
Oh really, can I get a trick? I had some kid ask me
today what I have been doing for the last year!
Like I had quit or something!
Oh crazy what did you tell them?
I kinda laughed and said no I haven’t quit, Geoff
just hates me now!
[Laughs] The perfect answer!
So are you heading overseas soon?
Yeah. Now that I have turned am for premium, like
what..? 2 days ago I think, I should be heading over to
the states next year some time which will be exciting.
Oh thats rad!
Well on that note I guess we’re done, any shout
outs?
Yeah everyone and everything!
Rad!
Done!
Thanks heaps.
No wozzers.

Umm... What?!
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The blunt ramp was…
...like a pirates dream… Gold!
Ralph
...a good place to fall over.
Nick Kilderry
...a blur of good times, good crew , add a trick and reggae. Gold.
Alex Wilson
...good tranny, good height, good vibes…
Matt Maunder
...like a skate oasis in a surf desert..
Max Ryley
...boozy backtail heaven.
Barnaby Lawrenson
...an unforgiving ply-wood pain machine.
Leon Carroll

...built to enjoy! Sk8boarding has always been about good friends and good times! Parrots and pirates alike; the scene of many speakable
and unspeakable crimes! Murtles house will never be the same! Stay tuned cause the funs only gonna’ get better! Blunt ramp take 2?
Stui
...combined with the Mexican restaurant in town, the greatest day out you could hope for. Now with both the burritos and ramp gone;
torquay will now be, disappointing.
Scottie Cameron
The Blunt Ramp was sadly pulled down earlier
this year. It was a perfectly built indoor mini ramp
that had to be skated to be believed. Located in
the heart of surf country (Torquay, Victoria) this
was a place where memories where made and
brain cells killed. Although now a fond memory,
I’m sure the good times will live on. Following,
some of those involved in more than one of the
many raucous sessions at the Blunt Ramp, share
some of their thoughts on what “The Blunt Ramp
Was…
From top left to right:
Row 1: Nitty, Max Ryley & Scottie G; Mike D showing his baby girl
what it’s all about.
Row 2: Barnaby Lawrenson says his goodbyes with a Frontside
Boneless; Leon Carroll (standing) & Al Wilson comtemplate life
after the Blunt Ramp.
Row 3: Most would agree that Lorne Dennis skated the Blunt Ramp

like no other. Hard to argue with a Melon Grab like this.

...the best job I ever had .There is nothing like getting $10,000 and an empty warehouse to do whatever you want with.
Sas (ramp builder)
...the battlefield for many a s.k.a.t.e. session. Picking at people’s weakness’s to be the ultimate ruler of the blunt ramp, and s.k.a.t.e.
Smith grinds, choc jammy’s anything to win, and hold aloft more fingers of victory than Al Wilson, Leon Carroll, Scottie Cameron or
whoever else was playing. Wup dawg. That’s five fingers.
Tim Hillier
...demonstrated why I am in this business and to give back to passionate crew that work at blunt and strapper and my little bro... Simon
(who built it and totally rules on mini’s) plus our mates so we all don’t forget why we are here and do this shit.
There were many gnarly and epic sessions but standouts are the SMP tour session, the “a-ply” art exhibition, the “2-ply” party highlighted
with Brian Patch’s late but great session, Ryan Scheclar’s private half hour of magic, the last stand party but even more so some of our
staff gigs and impromptu sessions with friends and blowins who just wanted to skate....and share some of the thousands of beers and
barby’s. All this only happened because a lot of crew put in a lot of skate energy and passion. Simon ‘Sas” Di Sciasco, Hurley, Stui Cox,
Rich Bartle, Scotty McClimont, the Globe crew are just a few who made it happen… Thanks.
Finally, there will be a blunt ramp 2, i can’t tell you when ...but it will fucken happen!
Mike (Strapper,Torquay)
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Jamie
Greentree

By
Dan Himbrechts
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Cam Stynes finds a nice little summer beachy.
The Gap, Victoria.
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Ozzie, Tavarua, Epic!
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Mitch Colbourn adding his style to Santa Cruz.
Photo: Tom Carey.

Tom
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Carey
Claire Bevilacqua getting tech with the photog.
Newport Beach, California.
Photo: Tom Carey.
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AIRBLASTERS ﬁrst full length movie “DECEMBER” out now

